RP4: UK Energy Expenditure Shares: A Long Term View
(Dr David Deller and Professor Catherine Waddams, with Glen Turner)
CORE FINDING: Key affordability support policies were introduced when energy expenditure shares were low rather than high. Government
ideology and electoral cycles may be as important as affordability pressures in explaining the development of affordability support policies.
CONSERVATIVE
VAT reduced to
5%

1986: CWP
introduced, £5
per week for
those on
means-tested
benefits when
low local
temperature.
1991: CWP
increases to £6
per week

Notes: (1)
Expenditure
shares use
equivalised total
expenditure after
the deduction of
housing costs, (2)
monetary figures
are in nominal
terms, (3)
eligibility criteria
are simplified,
and (4) much of
the policy detail
is taken from
Advani et al
(2013)

LABOUR

CWP increases
to £8.50 per
week

VAT on energy
introduced at
8%

WFP: Temporary increase
of £50-£200 for older
recipients to compensate
them for ‘council tax/cost
of living’

WFP introduced for
pensioners: £20 per
year, £50 if on
income support
Private Members Bill by
Conservative MP David
Amess leads to Warm
Homes and Conservation
Act 2000: Requires
strategy to eradicate Fuel
Poverty (FP) in 15 years
WFP: £200
for all
recipients

CWP
increases to
£7 per week

1st FPS: ‘as far as
reasonably practical’ FP
for vulnerable
households ended by
2010, for all households
by 2016 (in England)
WFP:
Higher rate
of £300 for
those aged
80+

WFP: £100
for all
recipients

KEY:

COALITION

WFP
increases to
£250, £400
CWP
increases to
£25 per week

WFP
reduces to
£200, £300

2015: Coalition
government issues
2nd FPS: ‘as many FP
homes as is
reasonably practical’
will achieve a
minimum energy
efficiency rating of C
by 2030
WHD value: £135
per year

WHD introduced:
bill rebate for low
income pensioners
plus other groups
chosen by firms

WFP
reduces
back to
£200, £300

= General Election
= Winter Fuel Payment (WFP) = Cold Weather Payment (CWP)
= Fuel Poverty Strategy (FPS)
= VAT = Government
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Official FP statistic changes
from ‘absolute’ 10% metric
to ‘relative’ ‘Low IncomeHigh Cost’ metric. Official
headline rate of FP falls

= Warm Home Discount (WHD)
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2017: Conservative
election manifesto
proposes meanstesting receipt of
WFP to increase
funding for social
care

